We present results of low-temperature two-magnon resonance Raman excitation profile measurements for single-layer Sr 2 CuO 2 Cl 2 and bilayer YBa 2 Cu 3 O 6ϩ␦ antiferromagnets over the excitation region from 1.65 to 3.05 eV. These data reveal composite structure of the two-magnon line shape and strong nonmonotic dependence of the scattering intensity on excitation energy. We analyze these data using the triple resonance theory of Chubukov and Frenkel ͓Phys. Rev. Lett. 74, 3057 ͑1995͔͒ and deduce information about magnetic interaction and band parameters in these materials. ͓S0163-1829͑96͒50618-1͔
The insulating phases of the high-T c materials are antiferromagnets ͑AF͒ with spin Sϭ 1 2 , localized on Cu atoms of the CuO 2 planes, characterized by superexchange constant JϷ120 meV and a Néel temperature T N Ϸ300 K. 1, 2 The magnetic interactions in the CuO 2 planes can be described by a Heisenberg Hamiltonian on the two-dimensional ͑2D͒ square lattice HϭJ ͚ ͗i, j͘ (S i •S j Ϫ 1 4 ), where S i is the spin on site i and the summation is over nearest-neighbor Cu pairs. Two-magnon ͑2M͒ Raman scattering ͑RS͒ probes mainly short wavelength magnetic excitations in the AF lattice. The scattering process involves a photon stimulated virtual charge-transfer excitation that exchanges two spins. 3 This excitation is also the process that produces the superexchange constant J. Use of photon energies in resonance with the charge-transfer band excitations in a 2M RS study will provide microscopic information on the copper spin superexchange mechanism through oxygen sites that yields the AF interaction.
The traditional Hamiltonian for describing the interaction of light with spin degrees of freedom is the Loudon-Fleury Hamiltonian ͑Ref. 4͒, Hϭ␣ ͚ ͗i, j͘ (ê i •R i j )(ê f •R i j )S i •S j , where ê i and ê f are the polarization vectors of incoming and outgoing photons, ␣ is the coupling constant, and R i j is a vector connecting two nearest-neighbor sites i and j. Shastry and Shraiman 3 have derived this Hamiltonian in the large-U Hubbard model approach for excitation energy below that of the charge-transfer energy. Including final state interactions in this 2M RS theory results in a peak with Raman frequency shift near 2.7Ϫ2.8J in B 1g scattering geometry for a single layer 2D lattice of D 4h symmetry. [5] [6] [7] [8] This allows one to determine the exchange interaction constant J directly from the peak energy observed in the RS spectrum, and, in fact, the Raman data yielded an estimate of J in various cuprates. [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] The dependence of 2M scattering intensity on the incoming excitation energy i has been determined previously over a limited range: [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] The 2M scattering was very weak for i near the conductivity peak that marks the onset of particle-hole excitation across the charge transfer gap ͑CTG͒, scattering increased substantially with i above the CTG. The puzzling lack of resonance at the onset of the CTG prompted the present work. The goal of this comprehensive study is to clarify quantitatively the resonance behavior and to gain insight into the microscopic mechanism of the spin superexchange.
In this paper we report low-temperature two-magnon resonance Raman excitation profile ͑RREP͒ measurements for single CuO 2 layer Sr 2 CuO 2 Cl 2 and bilayer YBa 2 Cu 3 O 6ϩ␦ AF insulators, covering the broad excitation region from 1.65 to 3.05 eV. These data reveal composite structure of the 2M line shape and strong nonmonotonic dependence of the shape and 2M scattering intensity on the excitation energy i . We analyze these results within the framework of the Chubukov-Frenkel approach, 8, 27 show that triple resonance is the leading process for resonant magnetic RS, and extract microscopic information about the charge transfer band and magnetic interactions in these cuprates.
The investigations were performed on single crystals grown as described in Refs. 28 and 29. Spectra reported here were excited with different Ar ϩ , Kr ϩ , and dye laser lines in xЈyЈ, xЈxЈ, xy, and xx pseudo-back-scattering geometries from an ͓001͔ crystal face. With assumed D 4h symmetry, this gives RS spectra of B 1g ϩA 2g , A 1g ϩB 2g , B 2g ϩA 2g , and B 1g ϩA 1g symmetry, respectively. The A 2g component in the 2M excitation region is known to be quite weak. 12 The single crystals were mounted in a continuous helium flow optical cryostat and kept at 5 K. Less than 15 mW of the incident laser power was focused in a 50-m-diameter spot on the ab-plane crystal surface. The experimental setup and the all spectral corrections made to the frequency dependence of collection optics and spectrometer, detector sensitivity, as well as the optical corrections for transmission coefficients for the incident and scattered photons, their absorption and reabsorption and the scattered photons solid angle correction are described in Ref. 18 . The optical parameters were acquired from polarized reflectivity and ellipsometry measurements: we have used the 80 K optical data from Refs. 30 and 31.
The Raman spectra excited with photon energies between 1.9 and 3.1 eV in xЈxЈ and xЈyЈ geometries are shown in Fig. 1 . The 2M RS signal sits on a tail of nearly unpolarized photoluminescence background that gets stronger towards lower energies and is peaked in IR.
18,32 The 2M line shape analyses and the spectra for different polarization have been employed to extract the dependence of the B 1g 2M peak intensity on the excitation energy shown in Fig. 2 .
The features of primary interest are the following: ͑a͒ Resonant magnetic RS gives the main contribution in the B 1g channel. However, as first shown by Sulewski et al., 12 it contributes to the A 1g and B 2g scattering geometries as well. For these geometries RS bands are broad and have less structure. The A 1g intensity is weaker than in the B 1g channel, and the B 2g intensity is weaker than A 1g .
͑b͒ In the B 1g channel the 2M band is composite and contains two asymmetric line shapes. Sr 2 CuO 2 Cl 2 shows a band with peaks at 2970 and 3900 cm Ϫ1 , where the second peak is well resolved for certain excitation energies. For YBa 2 Cu 3 O 6ϩ␦ the 2M band is peaked at 2720 cm Ϫ1 , and the second peak at 3660 cm Ϫ1 is resolved only for the lower excitation energies. The 2M band becomes much broader and more symmetric when the excitation energy approaches 3 eV.
͑c͒ In the A 1g channel for Sr 2 CuO 2 Cl 2 the 2M band intensity at lower frequencies is a combination of a linear and a cubic power law. For YBa 2 Cu 3 O 6ϩ␦ the 2M band intensity has a flat low-frequency tail and a threshold at about 1750 cm Ϫ1 . The sharp peaks at the low-energy tails are due to resonant multiphonon scattering that becomes strongly enhanced for excitations closed to the CTG energy.
͑d͒ The 2M scattering intensity strongly depends on the incoming photon energy. For YBa 2 Cu 3 O 6ϩ␦ the B 1g peak intensity at 2720 cm Ϫ1 is enhanced by three orders of magnitude when the excitation approaches 3 eV, that is about 1.3 eV higher than the first peak in ⑀ 2 ͑see Fig. 2͒ , and a weaker resonance is observed at about 2.1 eV, ϳ0.32 eV higher than the peak in ⑀ 2 . For Sr 2 CuO 2 Cl 2 the RREP at 2970 cm Ϫ1 shows resonance at 2.4 eV, about 0.44 eV higher than the ⑀ 2 peak at 1.95 eV, and a steep rise to the second strong resonance in the UV region, outside the accessibility of our experimental technique.
These results can be understood in terms of the 2M resonant RS theory proposed by Chubukov suggests a leading resonant RS diagram that is different from those leading to the Loudon-Fleury theory. The proposed process is the following: the incoming photon i creates a virtual electron-hole state consisting of an excitation across the CTG, then the fermions emit or absorb two magnons ͑one by each fermion͒ with momenta q and Ϫq before recombining by emitting an outgoing photon with the energy f ϭ i Ϫ. The internal frequency integral of the corresponding diagram has three denominators ͓see Fig. 2͑b͒ and Eq. ͑5͒ in Ref. 27͔ that could vanish simultaneously for a certain region of i and f . If the conditions for simultaneous vanishing of all three denominators are satisfied, this process gives a resonant RS enhancement known as triple resonance. 33 The triple resonance enhancement conditions depend on the dispersion of the fermionic bands and of the magnons. They have been calculated in Ref. 27 for the oneband Hubbard model within the spin-density wave ͑SDW͒ formalism, where the excitations between lower and upper Hubbard bands separated by U correspond to excitations across the CTG. These excitations produce both the spin exchange constant J and the 2M resonant RS vertex. That model description of the electronic states at half filling predicts no triple resonance conditions for excitation frequencies i around the CTG energy 2⌬. The enhancement for Raman shifts between ϳ2.4 and 4J occurs twice: first when i lies between ϳ2.4 and 5.6J above 2⌬ and second, even stronger, when i approaches the upper edge of the electron-hole excitation band ͑see Fig. 3 ͑b͒ The largest contribution from triple resonance scattering is in the B 1g channel, where, due to the geometric form factor for magnon emission, mainly short wavelength magnons from the vicinity of the magnetic Brillouin zone boundary participate in the process. The 2M density of states from the vicinity of these points diverges at the maximum 2M energy 4J. Accounting for the final state interaction leads to partial renormalization of the 2M spectral weight [5] [6] [7] [8] and shifts the maximum of the 2M spectral weight down to ϳ2.8J. As a result, the observed 2M line shape ͑see Fig. 1͒ consists of two peaks: one is close to 4J, and the other, due to magnon-magnon scattering, is at about 2.8J (J SCOC Ϸ130 meV, J YBCO Ϸ110 meV͒. 34 The relative intensity of these two peaks depends on the triple resonance conditions.
͑c͒ In the A 1g channel the long wavelength magnons from the vicinity of the magnetic Brillouin zone center contribute to 2M scattering and determine the cubic polynomial low-frequency slope of the 2M line shape 35 for Sr 2 CuO 2 Cl 2 . The threshold at about 1750 cm Ϫ1 in the 2M intensity observed for YBa 2 Cu 3 O 6ϩ␦ could be related to interlayer superexchange J Ќ within the CuO 2 -plane bilayers: the interlayer coupling results in an optical magnon branch with a gap of 2ͱJJ Ќ ͑Ref. 36͒ and an onset for 2M intensity at 4ͱJJ Ќ ͑Ref. 35͒. Experimentally, however, neither 2M RS line shape nor inelastic neutron scattering 36 have shown clear signature of the optical mode. Instead, Raman spectra at low energies show a flat continuum that could be result of strong fermionic damping of magnetic excitations across the optical gap, or incoherence within the double layers. For higher energies (Ͼ1750 cm Ϫ1 ) the 2M line shape shows the expected cubic polynomial. This energy value gives an estimate for the energies where acoustic and optical magnon branches get close and hence we obtain J Ќ ՇJ/4.
͑d͒ The triple resonance theory predicts two peaks for the RREP at ϭ2.8J: the first one at i ϭ i res1 Ϸ2⌬ϩ2.9J, and the second at i res2 , almost at the upper edge of the electronhole excitation band. This prediction correlates with observed features ͑see Fig. 2͒ , where the first resonance is about 2.9Ϫ3.4J above 2⌬, and the RREP shows a strong rise to the second resonance. Moreover, the model calculation of the Raman vertex in the absence of damping predicts that the 2M peak intensity increases by an inverse linear law as the incoming photon energy approaches the upper edge of the charge-transfer excitation band. In the inset of Fig. 2 we display the satisfactory linear fit of the inverse 2M intensity data for YBa 2 Our analysis has been based on the triple resonance calculations 8, 27 that have used a simplified effective oneband Hubbard model mapped on SDW formalism and only nearest-neighbor hopping integrals t have been taken into account. By breaking electron-hole symmetry, the Hubbard model with next-nearest-neighbor hopping tЈ ͑Ref. 37͒ already provides satisfactory agreement between the narrow (Ϸ0.3 eV͒ valence band width observed in photoemission experiments 38 and our estimate (Ϸ1.3 eV͒ for the sum of the valence and conduction bands width. Accounting for tЈ also results in a different strength and position of the triple resonance at i res1 in the two investigated AF's, but does not effect i res2 and our estimate of the hopping integral t ͑Ref. 39͒. Within the more realistic three band Hubbard model, there are excitations between the 2 p oxygen band and the upper Hubbard 3d(x 2 Ϫy 2 ) copper band, with CTG ⑀ dp , and excitations between lower and upper Hubbard bands, with a larger gap Ϸ2⑀ dp . Both excitations contribute to the spin ͑super͒exchange, 40 but only the p→d transition contributes to the resonant RS for i Շ3 eV. For these lower excitation energies the three-band Hubbard problem can be mapped onto an effective one-band Hubbard model with ⑀ dp playing the role of U.
In summary, we have performed low-temperature twomagnon RREP measurements for single-layer Sr 2 CuO 2 Cl 2 and bilayer YBa 2 Cu 3 O 6ϩ␦ AF insulators over almost the entire region of electron-hole excitations across the CTG. We have shown that the experimental data are in general agreement with the theory proposed by Chubukov and Frenkel, 8, 27 indicating that the triple resonance process gives the leading contribution to resonant 2M scattering. This process contributes to B 1g , A 1g , and B 2g scattering geometries. The B 1g 2M line shape is composite and contains two peaks at about 2.8 and 4J. The intensities of the two peaks strongly depend on the excitation resonance conditions. By measuring the excitation energy of the triple resonance i res2 and knowing the CTG from the optical conductivity, we estimate the electron-hole excitation band width to be Ϸ1.3 eV and the nearest-neighbor hopping integral t YBCO Ϸ320 meV. The A 1g 2M line shape of bilayer YBa 2 Cu 3 O 6.1 material gives an estimate for the upper limit of interlayer superexchange J Ќ ՇJ/4.
